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Abstract

The aim of the research was to explore the effects of enriched workshop training given to pre-school students on students’ creative thinking skills. The research was conducted during the 2016-2017 and 2017-2018 academic year. The mixed research design was used in the study. On the quantitative stage of the research, a single-group pre-test-posttest experimental design was applied. In order to identify the effects of the enriched training provided at different workshops, students were administered Torrance Test of Creative Thinking (Figural Form) as a pre-test-post-test. The study group of the research was comprised of 129 students in total including 81 students in the first group and 48 students in the second group, all taking training at the “Curious Junior Education Center” supported by Istanbul Development Agency and implemented by Pendik District National Education Directorate. According to the findings obtained from the quantitative method, a variation was identified in the test averages for student creative thinking skills (fluency, originality, elaboration, abstractness of titles, resistance to premature closure) before and after the training. Post-test averages for students’ creative skills increased. Paired samples t test was performed to determine whether or not the variation-increase- was significant. According to the t test result, enriched workshop training affects students’ total creative thinking skills significantly. In other words, enriched workshop training has developed students’ creative thinking skills positively.

In the qualitative method, parents, students and teachers reported their views about the quality and effectiveness of the enriched workshop training.
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Introduction

Creativity is a concept that is of interest in any domain one could think of including such as education, arts and business world. There have naturally been many studies conducted on a concept that receives interest in that many domains. The definition, development, measuring of creativity, factors affecting creativity are some of the points of discussions.

Several scientists, artists, musicians, politicians and writers have been regarded as “creative brains” in many societies across the world. Figures such as Einstein, T. S. Eliot, Pablo Picasso and Sigmund Freud studied different fields and created a difference with the ideas and products they offered (Gardner, 2011). So, what is “creativity” that makes these people different than the society to which they belong? Several researchers have striven to answer to this question. According to Guilford (1967), who was the President of the American Psychology Society and had creativity enter into the psychology literature in 1950, creativity is a combination of sensitivity to problems, fluency of ideas, flexibility or potential to change perspective, originality or individual response tendency and capacity to redefine and interpret. According to Torrance (1965, pp. 663-664) who considered creativity as a process;

On the basis of an analysis of the diverse ways of defining creativity and what I consider the requirements of a definition for keeping a program of research on factors affecting creative growth in context, I defined creativity as the process of becoming sensitive to problems, deficiencies, gaps in knowledge, missing elements, disharmonies, and so on; identifying the difficulty; searching for solutions, making guesses, or formulating hypotheses about the deficiencies; testing and retesting these hypotheses and possibly modifying and retesting them; and finally communicating the results.

Stein (1953, pp. 311-322) looks at creativity from the perspective of the product presented and notes that the product must be satisfying and useful. Also, he argues that the culture in which one lives affects creativity and impacts the quantity and quality of the product presented. Stein defines creative works as presenting a product acceptable to the culture, useful and new. According to Thurstone (1952), for an idea to be considered creative, the society must accept it as a new and creative idea (as cited by Parkhurst, 1999). At this point, Thurstone and Stein emphasized - to the role of culture and society in the creativity process. Additionally, Mumford (2003) defines creativity as producing new and different products. Mumford is in agreement with Thurstone and Stein at this point. In other words, creativity has been dealt with in different domains and dimensions and considered a product, skill, ability to solve a difficulty or a problem, all of which are valuable to the society (Barron & Harrington, 1981, 4). Torrance (1978, p. 903) defined the personality traits of creative people. According to Torrance, creative individuals have higher self-confidence, are more energetic, independent, open to change, flexible and original than other individuals. They focus on their mind and can control their energy (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996, p. 39). In this respect, creativity can be regarded as an invaluable cognitive source (Özgenel, 2018).

In summary, in defining creativity, most researchers agree that creativity is a concept that contains a process of thinking and problem solving that emerges as a product -or has yet to become a product- that is useful to the individual or the society, new and original. However, it can be suggested that there are differing opinions as to the components of creativity (Hennessey & Amabile, 2010). When analyzed separately with respect to behavioral, cognitive, neurological, biological, psychometric or social research, there seem to be different approaches at the point of creativity and the said components (Runco, 2004). For example, one of the subjects studied the most was the correlate between creativity and intelligence. There have been discussions on whether or not intelligence is the only factor of creativity.
The research suggested a positive correlation between creativity and intelligence (Barron & Harrington, 1981; Benedek, Jauk, Sommer, Arendasy, & Neubauer, 2014; Kim, Cramond, & VanTassel-Baska, 2010). However, the nature of this correlation is unknown. That is, it is not possible to say that an individual with a high IQ is more creative, or reversely, an individual with a lower IQ is less creative (Batey & Furnham, 2006). Therefore, having a certain intelligence score is not enough for creativity and it can be said that creativity is a phenomenon that can be improved through education.

To improve creativity, a teacher that supports creative activities in a class environment, enhances the student’s self-confidence, autonomy and self-control, encourages the student to produce many ideas and ask many questions plays an important role. Also, a class environment must be developed where students are encouraged to be tenacious and curious (Morais & Azevedo, 2011) and have new ideas, play with ideas, create projects on their own (Gomez, 2007).

Gregory, Hardiman, Yarmolinskaya, Rinne and Limb (2013) have made some recommendations in relation to supporting creativity through teaching and creative problem solving. Accordingly, 1) a teacher must provide the student in the class with sufficient information to produce ideas and enforce knowledge with art activities. 2) Students must present problems and be asked to produce several ideas for the solution and share them with the class. 3) Students must also think about the effects of the solutions they recommend. 4) Group studies are effective and must be encouraged for multi-faced problems. 5) Students must be asked to establish different relationships between irrelevant ideas. 6) Group studies must be supported with art events improving creative thinking. In summary, considering its importance in today’s world, preparing educational programs required to improve creativity, raise creative individuals and achieve the desired advancement and creating class environments and paying attention to teachers’ and students’ needs, in other words, enriching the education is both necessary and important.

Enrichment is deepening the educational content to a higher level and dealing with the subjects in such manner as supports students’ creative activities, their areas of interest (Renzulli & Reis, 1997, p. 14). For gifted pre-school students to maximize their potential, enrichment studies are crucial for school administrators, educators in particular, experts working on university program development and families (Karnes & Roberts, 2005, pp. 10-12). Many models have been developed and implemented for the enrichment of gifted individuals’ educational programs. Some are the Autonomous Learner Model (Bets, 1986), The Grid Model, the Integrated Curriculum Model (ICM) (Van Tassel-Baska & Brown, 2007), the Triarchic Componential Model (Renzulli & Reis, 1997).

The enrichment model used most commonly in the U.S. and Canada is Renzulli’s Enrichment Triad Model, Enrichment Triad Model (ETM) was developed as an alternative to the existing models for talent development in the early 1970s (Bain, Bourgeois, & Papas, 2003). ETM is a structured teaching model. In the model, defining high-order learning is associated with four principles. The first one is that the learning experience must appeal to individual skills, areas of interest and learning styles because each student is different. The second is that it will be more effective when students have fun. The third is that learning that brings out creative products is more meaningful and fun when the content and process are learned in the context of the real problems. Lastly, the final objective of the model is to develop thinking skills and develop student’s skills of using relevant information/knowledge that will allow them to exhibit their creativity (Garcia-Cepero, 2008).

In the Enrichment Triad Model, students are selected from a specific skills pool. There are three types in the model. Type 1 has audio and visual content. It contains more interesting, different trainings than the normal educational program. Enrichment Type 2 subsumes training methods and materials designed to improve students’ thinking, creativity, communication skills.
and plans to improve motivation. In Enrichment Type 3, students conduct research activities on their own and assume responsibility in project production themselves. Students who succeed in the first two stages want to specialize in further stages and make use of this enrichment type (Renzulli & Reis, 2010). In this context, it can be suggested that enrichment training may improve creative thinking skills. However, there are very few scientific publications researching the effects of enrichment activities on creativity in the pre-school period.

As a result of the studies on the development of creativity in children at various age groups (ages 3-18), Torrance (1963) found that there was a development curve that usually increased with age and however decreased at some ages in relation to the development of creativity in children. According to Torrance, the decrease in the creativity potential of children at age 5 results from the social activities. Meeting with the school life for the first time has also brought with it some expectations such as submitting to or accepting the social authority, and such social changes have also affected the development of creativity for children at such age. Urban (1991) conducted a developmental study on children between ages 4 and 8. As a result of the study conducted with a sample comprising 272 people in five different age groups, the curve derived, which hints about the development of creativity, seems to support the findings of Torrance’s studies (as cited by Yontar, 1993, pp. 22-27). Based on Torrance's and Urban’s research findings, creative individuals can be suggested to have creativity scores getting lower in the conventional/standard educational curriculum. In other words, the pre-school education, the most critical period during which the child begins to produce creative elements for the first time, affects the child's potential creativity during a time when the child begins to learn about the authority, rules and a structured environment because of beginning school (Ataman, 1993, p. 112). In this context, it is considered important to seek answers to the questions “how should a school, class and learning-teaching environment be, what materials, tools and equipment must be used or how should the current curriculum be changed in the formal education, in pre-school education in particular, to develop creativity?”.

Wrong attitudes, behaviors or practices resulting from family, school, teacher or different variables may affect the development of creativity negatively in an early and critical period such as pre-school in the development of creativity i.e. the education of individuals who think creatively. Therefore, since the developmental characteristics of individuals who think creatively may be different from their peers, it is crucially important to provide an enriched education that can improve their potential in early ages/periods to support their development appropriate for their areas of interest. Based on the literature provided above, the aim of the research was determined to explore whether or not enriched workshop training has an effect on creative thinking skills of pre-school children of 48-60 months of age and explore the views of parents, teachers and students. For this overall purpose, answers to the following research questions were sought:

1. Does enriched workshop training given to pre-school children of 48-60 months of age have an effect on creative thinking skills of students?
2. What are the views of teachers, students and parents about enriched workshop training given to pre-school children of 48-60 months of age?

Research Methodology

General Background

The present research was produced with the permission of the “Curious Junior Education Center” supported by Turkey, Istanbul Development Agency and implemented jointly by Pendik District National Education Directorate, Pendik Governorship, Pendik Municipality, Istanbul Maltepe University and Istanbul Sabahattin Zaim University. The research was conducted in
2016-2017 and 2017-2018 education years. The research includes enriched workshop training designed to develop creative thinking skills of preschool students.

Research Design

In the research, the mixed research model. The mixed method was preferred because it allows identifying multi-world views (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2015, p. 51), as well as minimizing the limitations of both research types (Creswell, 2014, p. 218). While the mixed design offers some opportunities to researchers, some risks also await researchers (Doyle, Brady, & Byrne, 2009). As an opportunity, it facilitates especially inter-disciplinary cooperation and offers new learning opportunities to researcher. However, the disciplines and the importance of the theories must not be diminished (Brannen, 2010, p. 6). The mixed model used in the present research is provided in Figure 1.
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**Figure 1. Sequential explanatory strategy (Terrel, 2012).**

When Figure 1 is examined, a mixed research method, “sequential explanatory strategy”, is seen to be used. Sequential explanatory method is applied in two ways. 1) After collecting and analyzing quantitative data, qualitative data is collected and analyzed. Both stages are treated with equal importance. They are combined at data interpretation. Primary goal is to reach quantitative results and later use the qualitative method to better understand the results of the quantitative research. 2) It can also be conducted by collecting and analyzing qualitative data and collecting and analyzing quantitative data (Terrell, 2012, p. 262). In other words, quantitative research findings are sought to be explained with qualitative research findings (Whitehead & Schneider, 2007, p. 266). On the quantitative research stage of the study, experimental design was used to determine whether or not the enriched workshop training had an impact on the creative thinking skills of students, and thereafter, on the sequential qualitative research stage, parent, student and teacher views were referred to obtain detailed information on the quality and effectiveness of the training given.

Quantitative Research Design

On the quantitative research stage of the study, experimental model was preferred which was used to explain the cause-effect relation. Experimental designs are divided into two as true experimental designs and quasi-experimental designs. In the present research, a type of quasi-experimental design, one-group pre-test-post-test design, was used. Where it is not possible to create a control group and make random appointments, quasi-experimental designs are commonly used in evaluating educational programs (Gribbons & Herman, 1997). In quasi-experimental designs, the cause is manipulated before the effect is measured, however, there is no control group available. Experimental designs that have no control group and at which pre-test-posttest is conducted are called one-group pre-test-posttest experimental designs. In one-group pre-test-posttest experimental design, dependent variable (effect) is measured and
the cause assumed to affect the outcome is manipulated. It is measured whether a change in the cause affects the outcome. Various measures are taken to mitigate the impact of other factors during the effect (Cook, Campbell, & Shadish, 2002, pp. 7-8). The design used in the research is presented in Table 1.

**Table 1. One-group pre-test-posttest experimental design.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental group</th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Experimental process</th>
<th>Post-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student group with which enriched workshop training was conducted</td>
<td>Torrance Figural Test of Creative Thinking</td>
<td>Enriched workshop training</td>
<td>Torrance Figural Test of Creative Thinking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen from Table 1, only one group was selected in the one-group pre-test-posttest experimental design. This group is called the experimental group. The measurement of creative thinking skills of the experimental group before beginning the experimental process (dependent variable=result variable) was performed by applying a pre-test. After the pre-test was performed, enriched workshop training (experimental process=variable affecting/causing) was implemented, and thereafter, a re-measurement was performed by applying a posttest. The pre-test and posttest measurement results of the experimental group were compared.

**Quantitative Study Group**

Two study groups were identified in the research. While determining the groups, teachers working at official-public kindergartens and kindergarten classes under Pendik District National Education Directorate were trained in creativity, creative thinking skills, characteristics of creative individuals and creative thinking process. An observation form was developed by three experts (preschool, special education and gifted) that defines the observable characteristics in creative individuals in preschool period. A 50-item observation form used in the pre-selection of students was introduced to the teachers. Preschool teachers identified the students performing better than their peers using this form and referred them to the educational center. Forms received from the teachers were examined, 119 students who scored the highest from the form were selected for the first application and 71 students were selected for the second application by the purposeful sampling method, which is not a random/probability method. Purposeful sampling is a sampling method by which the sample is selected as non-probability in accordance with the research objective (Neuman, 2017, p. 322). In the first application, 34 of 81 students out of 119 students who volunteered to participate in both the pre-test and posttest are female and 47 thereof are male. In the second application, 23 of 48 students out of 71 students who volunteered to participate in both the pre-test and posttest are female and 25 thereof are male. The parents of these students were informed about the content of the enriched workshop training and their permission was obtained, and the students who volunteered to participate in the test application were administered Torrance Test of Creative Thinking Skills.

**Quantitative Data Collection Instruments and Collection of Data**

In collecting quantitative data, Torrance Test of Creativity Thinking Figural Form A developed by Torrance (1966) and adapted to Turkish by Aslan (2001) was used. The figural test is comprised of picture creation, picture completion and parallel line sections, respectively. The test has fluency, originality, abstractness of titles, elaboration and resistance to premature closure sub-dimensions. This test, which has a very important place in measuring creativity,
is comprised of figural subtests in two parallel forms (A-B forms) and is simply an individual paper-pencil application that does not need any additional work. This test aims to reveal the skills of the number/multitude of related responses or solutions (fluency); diversity of responses and adjustment (flexibility); remarkable or surprising solution or innovation (originality); defining and detailing how to use ideas (elaboration) (Torrance, 1972, p. 598). 10 Psychological Counselor teachers were caused to receive a training from a foundation authorized to use Torrance Figural Test of Creative Thinking Skills and train to administer the test. Administering and scoring the test took 35 minutes in average. The overall reliability coefficient of the test in this research was calculated as 0.864.

**Quantitative Data Analysis**

The analysis of the quantitative data obtained in the study was performed using the SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) and their significance level was accepted as 0.05. In data analysis, related samples t test was performed. Related group t test is performed to test whether or not the arithmetic means of two related sample groups create a significant variation (Büyüköztürk, 2012, p. 67).

**Experimental Process**

While planning the experimental process, first, preschool teachers working under Pendik District National Education Directorate were introduced the “Curious Junior Education Center” project from which this research was produced, and interviews were held with teachers who wanted to work at this education center to select the teachers who would work during the training process. The first activity of this experimental process was a 150-hour teacher training by the subject-matter experts in development of preschool activities, program development, enrichment, music and arts education, drama, assessment and evaluation, special education, gifted people, special education methods, creativity and its development, tool-equipment and material development, mathematics and science education, and assessment of educational environment. At the education center; a Science Applications Workshop, Intelligent Games Workshop, Leadership and Drama Workshop, Creativity and Art, Physical and Sportive Activities Workshop and a Hobby Garden were created. 10 Psychological Counselor teachers were trained in “Torrance Figural Test of Creative Thinking Skills” The trained Psychological Counselor teachers administered a pre-test on students who were allowed by their parents and volunteered to participate in the test. After the student selection was completed, preschool arts and music teachers prepared enriched workshop training activities taking into consideration the preschool curriculum of the Ministry of National Education, and these activities were implemented after they were reviewed by three subject-matter experts who were later provided feedback again. The workshops were equipped with tools-equipment and materials to be used in the enriched activities. Since the enriched activities were to be given in workshops, the training was called “enriched workshop training”. In the enriched workshop training, students changed workshop at each activity while teachers also changed workshop at each activity hour. While conducting the enriched workshop training, sometimes two teachers worked based on the content of the activity. Students participated in the enriched workshop training for 14 weeks, with 4 activity hours for two days a week for 8 activity hours a week in total. At the end of the 14-week Enriched workshop training, students were administered Torrance Figural Test of Creative Thinking Skills as a posttest.
Qualitative Research Design

Qualitative research is a method where individuals make sense of and interpret a phenomenon (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). In the research, a qualitative research method, phenomenology design, was used to learn in more detail and depth about the student, parent and teacher views of the enriched workshop training. The phenomenological design reveals an individual’s understanding of a phenomenon and real-life world. The results of phenomenological design help understand a phenomenon in different ways and in depth (Ashworth & Lucas, 1998, p. 415).

Qualitative Research Study Group

In qualitative research, a small sample/study group is preferred to analyze a phenomenology or situation in depth and in its own context (Miles & Huberman, 2016, p. 27). In determining the study group, a non-probability sampling method, criterion-sampling technique, was used. Criterion sampling is identifying person(s) or groups as sample who have vast knowledge about the selected phenomenology and fit the pre-determined criteria (Patton, 2014, p. 238). Under the study, in-depth interviews were held with 22 parents in total including 15 females and 7 males, and with 20 students. Again, with the participation of 5 female teachers (3 pre-school, 1 art and 1 music teachers) working at the center, a focus group interview was held.

Qualitative Data Collection Instruments and Collection of Data

In the qualitative part of the research, two different interview methods were implemented with the participants. Semi-structured interview technique was used to identify parent, student and teacher views about the enriched training. Face-to-face interviews were held with students that received the enriched workshop training and with their parents. A face-to-face interview is a data collection process in which a researcher asks questions to each of participants individually one by one and records the responses given (Creswell, 2017, p. 282). A focus group interview was held with the teachers giving the enriched workshop training. Focus group interviews are practical and useful for action and assessment studies where participants express different perspectives (Glesne, 2012, p. 176). The purpose here is to reveal in depth the views of students who take advantage of the enriched training, teachers who give the enriched training and parents who can observe the development of the student from this training best as an external observer and present proofs to explain the nature of the training process.

20 parents were selected from among the parents, and each interview lasted about 40 minutes and was recorded using a voice recorder. Again, interviews were held with 20 students selected from among the students that received training at the education center. Each interview held with the students lasted about 20 minutes and semi-structured interview form was used in the interviews. A focus group interview was held with the participation of all teachers (3 preschool, 1 art, 1 music teachers) that worked at the education center. The interview lasted about one hour and was recorded using a voice recorder. The interviews were transferred to text/word form for analysis purposes.

Quantitative Data Analysis

Content analysis was used for the analysis of the qualitative data obtained in the study. Content analysis is a technique of exploring hidden meanings and themes in qualitative data (Berg & Lune, 2015, p. 383). Key points-views were identified from the data collected, which is
coding. Thereafter, codes are grouped under similar concepts to relate them to more meaningful and research situation, problem. Themes are created from these concepts.

Research Results

Quantitative Research Findings

On the quantitative research stage of the study, related groups t test was performed to compare the pre-test-posttest scores from the Figural Test of Creative Thinking Skills. The results of related groups t test performed to compare the pre-test-posttest scores for creative thinking skills of students that participated in the first application are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Results of dependent groups test analysis to compare the pre-test and posttest scores for creative thinking skills of students who participated in the first application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fluency</td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>99.04</td>
<td>13.083</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>103.25</td>
<td>15.405</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2.603</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originality</td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>108.32</td>
<td>16.837</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>116.48</td>
<td>18.416</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4.247</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaboration</td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>124.22</td>
<td>26.476</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>133.92</td>
<td>18.880</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4.243</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstractness of titles</td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>113.14</td>
<td>20.536</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>121.14</td>
<td>15.871</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>3.328</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance to premature closure</td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>99.23</td>
<td>16.149</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>3.498</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>105.51</td>
<td>16.913</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total score</td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>106.65</td>
<td>15.103</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>115.77</td>
<td>10.641</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>7.490</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When Table 2 is examined, a comparison of the pre-test and post-test scores of fluency ($X=99; X=103$), originality ($X=108; X=116$), elaboration ($X=124; X=133$), abstractness of titles ($X=102; X=119$), resistance to premature closure ($X=99; X= 105$) and total creative thinking skills ($X=106; X=115$) of 81 students of 48-60 months of age pointed to a significant variation in favor of the posttest. In other words, enriched workshop trainings given to the students have affected and developed the students’ creative thinking skills positively.
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Dependent groups t test performed to compare the scores obtained from the second application of the research are provided in Table 3.

Table 3. Results of dependent groups test analysis to compare the pre-test and post-test scores for creative thinking skills of students who participated in the second application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>97.60</td>
<td>16.083</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2.641</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>103.47</td>
<td>16.384</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2.641</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>110.41</td>
<td>22.631</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3.044</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>118.97</td>
<td>13.172</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3.044</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>132.50</td>
<td>20.129</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2.568</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>138.43</td>
<td>15.597</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2.568</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>105.41</td>
<td>19.067</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3.397</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>122.16</td>
<td>17.385</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3.397</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>93.37</td>
<td>17.695</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2.731</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>103.72</td>
<td>15.204</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2.731</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>113.00</td>
<td>17.169</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>5.799</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>124.08</td>
<td>12.112</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>5.799</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When Table 3 is examined, a comparison the pre-test and posttest scores of fluency ($X=97; X=103$), originality ($X=110; X=118$), elaboration ($X=132; X=138$), abstractness of titles ($X=105; X=122$), resistance to premature closure ($X=93; X=103$) and total creative thinking skills ($X=113; X=124$) of 48 students of 48-60 months of age pointed to a significant variation in favor of the posttest. In other words, enriched workshop trainings given to the students have affected and developed the students’ creative thinking skills positively.

Qualitative Research Findings

Findings Obtained from Parent Interviews

When the interviews held with the parents of the students that benefited from the enriched workshop training, three themes were derived including “Expectations from Education”, “Educational Outputs” and “Feedback.” The findings obtained from the parent interviews were examined under three theme headings.
Expectations from Education

In the interviews with the parents, it was sought to identify generally what their expectations were when sending their children to the education center. When the responses given were analyzed, the “expectations from education” theme was derived from interest, opportunity, talent, guidance, prevalence codes. The expectations from education theme was examined under the sub-theme headings “meeting expectations” and “generalizing training”.

Meeting Expectations

Responses given revealed that parents expected the center to identify their children’s talents in different areas, plan their education according to these areas and develop their talents.

“Like every parent, we thought that our child’s learning level and interest was different. We care very much about it because it has given us the opportunity to assess and evaluate how right our thought was” (KE1).

“I was thinking that it would contribute to the child’s physical and mental development. I think my expectation is met satisfactorily” (KK1).

“I first hoped that every child was evaluated based on his/her talent” (KK5).

“I think that areas at which children are successful and competent must be determined and children must be directed to that area” (KK7).

Generalizing the Training

Students’ parents stated that their expectations were generally met. They stated that they observed an improvement in children’s talents and that such practices should be reflected to the educational policies across the country.

“An invaluable training. It is very important that our government has begun to pay the required care to its own human resource” (KE2).

“I like the training given very much. Such works should have been done year ago.” (KE4).

Educational Outputs

In the interviews with the parents, it was sought to determine the changes the parents observed in their children. When the responses given were examined, the “educational outputs” theme was derived from the awareness, permanent learning, explorer, curious, creative, responsible codes. The educational outputs theme, on the other hand, was examined under “benefits of education” and “behavioral changes observed in children” sub-theme headings.

Benefits of Education

In the interviews, it was sought to determine the behavioral changes the parents observed in their children and thus the points at which they believed the training was useful. Almost all of the parents stated that their children’s interest had increased during the training process at the center and also that they themselves had begun to know their children more.
“It gives the opportunity to learn by living. And this creates a more permanent scheme in my daughter’s mind” (KK2)

...”.... My child's participation in such training early has also caused me to become conscious. This education has helped me realize the things I couldn’t realize” (KK4).

“My child’s areas of interest have increased. His/her different sides have appeared. He/she has had the opportunity to acquire more different knowledge compared to his/her age” (KK8).

... “... I have seen the works done here leave a positive effect on my child. Here is a different world for him/her. It has become a place he/she loves going to. Now, he/she demands logical answers from us. It is now hard to circumvent them. I have seen that he/she is now better here” (KK4).

“This exciting, exploring, surprising and developer training he/she has taken at the beginning of his/her educational life has also got us exited and makes us contribute further to the support we give” (KK10).

Behavioral Changes Observed in Children

In the interviews, the parents stated that they had observed very positive behavioral changes in their children as a result of the trainings given. The parents stated that their children had begun to express themselves better, their language skills had developed, they had become more inclined to and curious about research, their self-confidence had improved, their imagination and creative hand skills had improved, their awareness had improved and their sense of responsibility and sacrifice had improved.

“He/she expresses himself/herself more clearly” (KK1).

“He/she is trying to do rhythm works at home about music. For example, he/she says he/she wants to play violin. He/she tries to do the same activities using some materials at home and, most importantly, has begun to do presentation at home. We sit at home and think that his/her presenting the product he/she has done that day contributes greatly to the development of his speech expressing language skills” (KK2).

“He/she has begun to show interest in different areas. Especially, his/her interest has emerged in science. He/she has begun to be curious about the reason for, background of everything, His/her curiosity has increased” (KK8).

“It is great to hear more scientific and consistent meaning in sentences he/she constructs, it is even very different and great that he/she knows the name of a scientist and what he/she has discovered. I think the responsibility and sacrifice of getting up early has contributed a lot to him/her” (KE5).

“Of course, his/her areas of interest have changed. He/she has become a more curious and creative child. He/she asks questions and wants to try things constantly during the day” (KK12).

“My child has displayed extraordinary awareness about scientific teachings during this training” (KE6).

Feedback

In the interviews with the parents, it was sought to learn about their views about how satisfied they were in general with the enriched workshop trainings and what feedbacks their children had given to them about the training they had received at the education center. When the responses given were analyzed, the “feedback” theme was derived from the happiness, useful,
satisfaction, pleasant codes. The feedback theme was examined under “positive feedbacks to parents” and “satisfaction” sub-theme headings.

**Positive Feedbacks to Parents**

In the interviews, in general, the parents appear to have stated that their children had described them the education environment they had experienced at the education center in detail. The parents stated that their children were quite happy at the workshops, felt excited for being at the education center and that such practices should be increased.

“Rendering education more specific with the workshop activities becomes more productive and fun. The richness of the materials, educating by appealing to all senses is great” (KK2).

“I have been following this training since it started last year. I am happy about my child’s getting this training in every aspect” (KK3).

“He/she is very excited, loves going there and his/her excitement starts from the night. Preparing his/her lunch box together at nigh is even fun. He/she is not talking anything about what was done in his/her other school, but here, he/she tells everything after I pick up my child. Sometimes, he/she surprises us by blending the subjects he/she hasn’t told with a subject in a completely different environment” (KK10).

“I find it very useful for a child at this age to have the opportunity to meet with different areas of interest. I thank everyone who has given the opportunity to take this training very much. Because we receive great feedbacks in the evening to the question what you have done today” (KE5).

**Satisfaction**

One of the points that attracts attention in the interviews is that children tell their parents that they are quite happy with the training they get, enjoy the activities done and thus tell their parents in person about their satisfaction. The parents were seen to be satisfied with the rich material supply offered to children at the workshops that are designed according to different areas of interest.

“He/she says that he/she is very happy and having great time” (KK13).

“I feel from everything he/she says that he/she is enjoying what he/she is doing, learning during the day very much” (KK11).

“He/she simply tells briefly that he/she is having fun” (KE3).

“We understand that he/she spends this day very happy and fully” (KK6).

**Findings Obtained from Student Interviews**

In the interviews, the students gave short and clear responses. When the responses given were analyzed, the effectiveness of enriched workshop training was derived from the happy, fun, exciting, easy and interesting codes. The effectiveness of enriched workshop training theme was examined under the “fun” and “informative” sub-theme headings.
Effectiveness of Enriched Workshop Training

Fun

In the interviews, the children stated that they were generally happy at the education center, had quite fun and learned new things at the workshops without getting bored. In addition, the children responses show that the purpose for the creation of different enriched workshops have been met and that the students that attended the training performed activities at different workshops which made them feel happy.

“I am happy. Because it is full of fun here. Classes are great, I am excited. I love doing the activities” (S1).

“Activities that are easy for me are generally at the science workshop. And this is where I love the most. I love the school, I never feel bored here” (S17).

“I find the activities great. It is sometimes easy, sometimes hard, but it is very little hard. But I have great time” (S2).

Informative

The fact that each child interviewed expressed their satisfaction also for different workshops show that “one of the goals of the enriched workshop training, “teaching children in line with their different talents” has been achieved.

“I like intelligence workshop. I can do the activities there. I love my school here more because there are many workshops here and we do all of them differently. That's why, I think it is better than my own school” (S13).

“Activities are fun and easy. I love the drama workshop very much. I like reading, completing the stories. I also love drawing. My favorite activity is flower painting. When I go home, I do what I learn here, I tell about it to my family” (S4).

“... When I go home, I try the activities here. I can do them with little help. Classrooms are great, for example. I learn new things when I go there. I love learning new things as much as the world. My favorite is science activities, I also like the intelligence. I learn a lot of new things” (S5).

Findings Obtained from Teacher Interviews

In the focus group interview with the teachers working at the education center, in light of the responses to the questions, three themes were derived including “Characteristics of Students”, “Superior Aspects of Enriched Workshop Training” and “Teacher Acquisitions”. The data obtained from the teacher interviews were examined under these theme headings.

Characteristics of Students

The findings obtained from the focus group interview with the teachers revealed that the students receiving the training had very different characteristics. Based on their observations during the activities, the teachers stated that these children, compared to their peers, were more curious, active, were able to make quicker decisions because of their higher level of comprehension and more skilled to put these decisions into action. In addition, they also stated
that these children were more enthusiastic about learning, therefore the current knowledge levels were never adequate for them and that their detailed nature always drove them to desire to search. The students were observed to show interest in very different areas, and particularly have a developed sense of rhythm.

"I think the children coming here are a little better than their peers at their own school in terms of their basic skills. They are constantly curious i.e. always want more as you give them. They are active and constantly searching..." (T1).

"I see the students here being more active and having a lot higher perception than the students receiving formal education at other kindergartens. I see them as children not satisfied with the knowledge since, they comprehend more quickly, think faster and are more open to learning. (T2).

"...We all are already aware that their availability level is higher than that of their peers. They already have most of the acquisitions and capabilities in the primary education" (T3).

"They were thinking very fast, making decision very fast and putting them into practice right away. They were able to finish something in an instant, which is great" (T5).

"...Something drew my attention; most of them were feeling disturbed and didn’t want it when I showed them programs or classes that had a high volume. I mean, perceptively, they do not accept high volume musically" (T4).

In the interviews, it is important that the teachers stated that these students were alienated, pressurized because of the listed characteristics, and therefore felt very happy at the education center since they were able to express themselves better.

"Also, children who are alienated by their teacher calling them outsiders say that they love it here very much and express it" (T3).

"One parent came one day to say that the teacher at his/her child’s school complained about the child asking too many questions. And he/she said ‘you say he/she is asking great questions.’ She/ he said, 'we experienced such discrepancy. ’I like it very much; Children are actually described as negative children when they ask many questions at the other school” (T2).

Superior Aspects of Enriched Workshop Training

The teachers stated that the large variety of the rich training materials offered to the students were the most important elements that strengthened their hand in the enriched workshop training. They stated that the rich material opportunity both contributed positively to them in terms of motivation and paved the way for more creative and innovative designs.

"... We are motivated here because we can access everything here. We even waited for the results of the activity we drafted anxiously or prepared the materials with great pleasure and fun" (T1).

"...The richness of materials makes our job easier. Because we move on theme basis and when we do so, we need many visuals, materials. “ (T3).

"I think we use many tools, instruments, materials in a more equipped way here. I believe they are sufficient. Because we cannot access many things at preschool institutions we work at or must do some out of pocket expense to access them. Here, everything is at our disposal, which is great. Especially, it is great to have abundantly enriched materials. I had seen many things for the first time here, which surprised me a lot. I think these tools and materials also enhance the students. Maybe, that's why they want more. Because we started with very original things” (T2).
It was stated that, with such practices, many students who had been told by their parents and family members to be introvert, shy exhibited very positive behavioral changes during the workshop trainings and noted that such positive feedback were also received from the parents.

“... I see that children we describe as introvert, which is, to me, nonsense actually, who are known to be talking less, having difficulty expressing their ideas, expressing their ideas more and more loudly” (T2).

“... Students coming here were introvert and were having difficulty expressing themselves. They were not showing themselves, were hiding. We give them a comfortable environment, I mean, for example, there are not as many rules as in their school, I mean, we always communicate the rules, but do not apply overbearing rules or something. Since they feel comfortable, they have opened up in time” (T1).

“Toward the end of the first term, we saw children who were not attending workshops such as leadership, drama or intelligent games attending these. I mean we have given them a perspective. All of them, how to put it, have reached a certain level. They were no longer good at life sciences or arts only, but they all achieved a certain level. They had some idea about everything” (T3).

**Teacher Acquisitions**

The teachers stated that the opportunity given to them to have some acquisitions during the application of the activities they had designed at the workshops created at the education center helped them get job satisfaction. The teachers expressed that significant behavioral changes had happened in them after they had begun to work at the education center. The point noted the most is that the teachers used more effort to come to the class prepared after they had begun to work at the education center compared to their previous professional life. The teachers stated that they had realized that they also had to improve themselves to provide adequate education to this student group, which had contributed quite positively to their professional development. Especially creating activities and determining acquisitions appeared to have motivated the teachers significantly in terms of professional development and self-confidence.

“..., here, since we produce and prepare the activities ourselves, I have to prepare one-two days in advance. It has contributed to me greatly since I have come from a middle school at the same time” (T4).

“...Frankly, I used to say that there were ones already prepared and available and why I should write one. But it is so great to prepare your own activity that I think it has contributed greatly to me. I mean, in the future, I’d prefer creating my own activity to using the prepared templates” (T1).

“The training we give is the apple of my eye because I think that this year has been full and fun professionally; maybe, the year I have been at the top” (T2).

“I think this has been the best year in my entire professional life. Because after a while, it turns into, well, I mean, the things you cannot give to the student turns into a learned helplessness. You say, ‘Since I cannot teach, I’ll get away with teaching something simple. And then, you also get lazier. So, its contributions, in this respect, high beyond discussion” (T3).

**Discussion**

In this respect, the objective of the research was to identify the parent, teacher and student views of the enriched workshop trainings as well as identifying the effects of the
enriched workshop training given to students at preschool education age (48-60) on the creative thinking skills of the students. In line with this objective, a workshop training was given based on Renzulli’s Enrichment Triad Model to improve the creative thinking skills of students who exhibited a more advanced progress than their peers at preschool education age. Under the study, the teachers who worked at the education center were trained in the developmental characteristics of the children and how to perform enrichment activities. The teachers enriched the preschool education's curriculum and wrote activities and gave workshop trainings in line with these activities.

Before giving preschool students the enriched training, a pre-test was administered to measure their creative thinking skills, and with the post-test administered after the 14-week enriched training, students’ creative thinking skills were re-measured. The scores derived from the pre-test and posttests were compared. On the experimental research stage, it was concluded that the enriched workshop training affected and improved students’ creative thinking skills positively. From the perspective of the teachers of the enriched workshop training, the students were found to have improved their creative thinking skills and progressed socially and affectively as well and exhibited positive behavioral changes. The developed language skills in the students, the increased self-confidence in the students who were described as introvert and shy, and their ability to express themselves better are the examples of these social and affective changes. Also, the teachers expressed that the enriched workshop training had contributed positively to their professional development. On the other hand, the parents stated that they had failed to meet their children's educational needs adequately, in which respect, the enriched workshop training had contributed to the satisfaction of their needs and that such training should be generalized, and expressed their satisfaction with the training. The students, on the other hand, noted that the training process had been fun and informative and that they were happy with taking this training.

There are also studies available in the literature supporting the findings obtained from the present research and suggesting that the enriched training given to gifted students or students thinking creatively who exhibit a more advanced development than their peers improves their creative thinking skills. For example, Kolloff and Feldhusen (1984), with a three-phase model they developed, aimed to improve the creative thinking and self-perception of primary school students believed to be gifted. At the end of the training, a significant variation was observed in favor of the experimental group. While the three-phase enriched training given to the students did not affect the students’ self-perception, it affected and improved their creative thinking skills positively. Al-Zoubi (2014) researched by their study the effects of the enriched programs on the academic success of the gifted and talented students. Enriched programs prepared for Arabic, English, Science, Mathematics and thinking skills for the gifted and talented students were seen to affect and improve their academic success. Olenchak (1995) developed a program based on Renzulli’s Enrichment Triad Model for students who are gifted and have learning difficulty. This enriched program affected and improved the students’ attitude toward school, self-perception and creativity positively. Also, while the enriched training improved the academic success of students coming from different cultures (Asian, White, Black, Hispanic), it also reduced the differences of academic success among these students coming from different cultures (Beecher & Sweeny, 2008). When the findings obtained from the present study and the findings of the other research in the literature are evaluated together, it can be suggested that the enriched training improves the creative thinking skills of students in different age ranges also including those at preschool age. The enriched training was seen to affect the cognitive, social and affective domains as well.
Conclusions

Developing creative thinking skills at an early age in individuals is considered important and necessary. Because it was seen that the creative thinking skills of the children who encountered school rules for the first time and started to receive education with a standard curriculum were negatively affected. Particularly in the pre-school age, students with enriched education can make positive progress in the field of cognitive and social development. However, with this study, it was seen that the enriched workshop education had a positive effect on preschool children. Although there are many studies on creative thinking skills in the literature, it is seen that there are not enough studies about developing creative thinking skills of preschool age students or improving their creativity through enriched education. This gap in literature has been the mainstay of this study. In this context, this research has contributed to the literature which has both a sample application and limited number of studies on developing creative thinking skills of preschool children. In addition to this, it is considered valuable that the research is designed in the form of mixed research using both experimental and qualitative methods. However, in the quantitative stage of this research, a single-group pre-test-posttest experimental design was used. The lack of a control group for comparison in a single-group pretest-posttest experimental design can be considered a limitation of this research. When evaluated from this perspective, pre-test and post-test experimental design with control group can be done and the results can be compared.

Creativity has been considered individuals’ and societies’ wealth from past to present, even its contribution to the individuals who are creative at the art, science and technology level of our age is noticed, and there are different practices in different societies aiming at the education of such individuals. In this respect, the education policy makers and planners may be recommended generalizing the enriched workshop training for individuals who perform better than their peers, for children at preschool age to improve their existing potential, integrating it into the preschool educational programs and continuing it also in further educational levels.
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